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Avoid being duped
Fraudsters are successfully duping lawyers and law clerks using ID impersonations, property flips,
value fraud, phishing scams, and more. Real estate frauds can be simple scenarios or sophisticated
ones. The matters look legitimate and the fraudsters are convincing. There may even be two or more
people collaborating on both sides of a transaction to make the scenario more credible.
Ultimately, if you aren’t completely sure a matter is legitimate, terminate the retainer. Don’t be sucked in by your emotions or a strong
desire to help. Don’t let the lure of a generous fee cause you to ignore your concerns as to the authenticity of a matter. If it looks too
easy or sounds too good to be true, it probably is.

What to do if

you have a suspicious matter?
Proceed with caution if you have even the slightest suspicion that the matter you are
handling isn’t legitimate.
1. Look for the red flags of fraud, many of which are described on the following pages.
2. Ask questions and dig deeper, especially if the facts don’t add up or are inconsistent.
See the next page for a list of things you can do.

Visit the AvoidAClaim.com blog to search names and email addresses from
the frauds reported to LAWPRO. Click on “All Fraud Warnings” to see a full
listing of names of confirmed fraudsters. If you still aren’t sure the matter is
legitimate, call LAWPRO at 1-800-410-1013. Our experience with multiple
frauds can help determine if you are being duped. If the matter turns out to
be a fraud and there is a potential claim, we will work with you to prevent
the fraud, if possible, and to minimize potential claims costs.

Report obvious frauds
to LAWPRO
Help us help other lawyers by sending
obviously fraudulent messages, scans of
identification and other documents provided to you to fraudinfo@lawpro.ca

Get fraud warnings
& updates from
AvoidAClaim.com blog
Wondering if
you’ve been
duped or your
potential client
is a fraudster?
For regular
updates on fraud and claims prevention,
subscribe to email updates from
LAWPRO’s AvoidAClaim.com blog.

Concerned about other types of fraud scams? See the Cybercrime and Bad Cheque Scams Fraud Fact Sheet at practicepro.ca/fraud
for common bad cheques or phishing scenarios and tips on how to protect yourself, your law firm, and your clients.

…making a difference for the legal profession
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Types of real estate fraud
Real estate frauds often occur in situations where the true owner’s identity is stolen (ID theft) for sale or mortgage purposes,
or the value of a property is exaggerated (flips).

Identity theft fraud
1. Client uses fake ID to assume identity
of existing property owner (or by filing
Form 1 to become director/officer of
corporate owner)
2. Client sells or mortgages the property, or
discharges mortgage from title, then gets
new mortgage from another lender
3. Paperwork looks in order, no
encumbrances on title, but one or
more recently discharged mortgages
or recent transfers
4. Client in a hurry and accommodating, may
discourage house inspection or appraisal

5. Transaction closes, you pay proceeds to
client who may make a few mortgage
payments, then disappears with funds
6. Lender sues you for value of mortgage
Advise lenders of recent activity
on title and significant changes in
value in advance of closing

Flip (value) fraud
1. Happens on purchase or refinance deals
2. Client says she or he is a real estate agent
or in business of buying and selling

turnaround means proper searches
aren’t conducted)
4. Once transaction closes, client flips
property to accomplice (e.g., appraiser
and/or mortgage broker) for much
higher value
5. Lender issues mortgage on inflated
property value
6. Client uses mortgage proceeds to pay
initial purchase price, splits excess funds
with accomplices
7. Client may make a few mortgage payments,
and then disappears with funds

3. Client promises high fees, lots of business
8. Lender sues you for excess/inflated value
for quick turnaround on deals. (Short
of mortgage

Identify potential real estate fraud
Red flags: The client

Red flags: The transaction

• Funds directed to parties with no apparent • Repeat activity on single property or for
connection to borrower or property
single client. Title shows one or more recent
transfers, mortgages, or discharges
• Client changes instructions regarding
amounts or payees just before closing,
• Rental and vacant properties
or fails to bring in funds as promised
especially vulnerable
• Client does not care about property,
• Property listing expired without sale
price, mortgage interest rate, legal and/or
(i.e., sale may be unregistered)
brokerage fees
• Frequent and quick mortgage discharges
• Client does not appear familiar
on property
with property
• New referral source sending lots
• Client won’t permit contact with
of business
prior lawyer
• Transaction area is distant from your office
• Client is “out of sync” with property –
• Deposit not held by agent or lawyer
e.g., doesn’t appear educated/
affluent enough
• May target long time owners (deceased,
ill, or elderly who may be less alert to
• Stranger who appears to control client
signs their identity is being stolen)
attends to sign documents
• “Rush” deals, often with promise of more
• One spouse or business partner mortgaging
equity in property owned by both
• Client produces small deposit relative
to price
• Client buys and sells often, prefers to
• Amendment to Agreement of Purchase
deal in cash
and Sale reducing price, deposit, or
adding creditors
• Client contact is only or primarily
by email

• For mortgage transactions, private, less
sophisticated lenders may be targeted
• Sale is presented as a “private agreement” –
no agent involved, or named agent has
no knowledge of transaction
• Municipality or utility companies have
no knowledge of client’s ownership
• Client paying little or nothing from
own funds
• Unusual adjustments in favour of vendor,
or large vendor take-back mortgage
• Use of counter cheques
• Use of Power of Attorney

Be Alert
• Avoid having documents
executed outside your office
• Include deleted instruments in
title search
• If Ontario driver’s licence used
as ID, consider verifying it on
the MTO website
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Due diligence on suspected fraudster
Take these steps to cross-check and verify information provided by the client.
• Cross-check names, addresses and
phone numbers of client and other
people/entities involved in the matter
on Google and other search engines,
or AvoidAClaim.com
To find exact matches, enclose
your search terms in double quotes.
• Do reverse searches on phone numbers
• Look up addresses using Street View in
Google Maps

• Ask banks to confirm that branch transit
number and cheque are legitimate
• Confirm entity making payment or loan
is aware of transaction
• Contact company to confirm it is expecting
debtor’s payment or business loan
• Hold funds until all banks involved
confirm funds are clear and can
be withdrawn

Beware who gets paid
from mortgage proceeds.
Some title insurance policies
exclude coverage for fraud
claims when payment from
mortgage proceeds is made
to “non-authorized” parties.
Consult the policy to confirm
whether such restrictions exist.
TitlePLUS1 policies do not
contain this exception.

Corporate ID fraud
Changing or stealing the identity of corporate property owners is commonly accomplished with the filing of a notice naming
imposter directors and officers. The fraudsters then retain a lawyer to help sell or mortgage the corporation’s property.

Red flags:
• Corporation has owned vacant, disused
or run-down property for a long time,
without activity on title or visible use
of land
• Property is in highly marketable or
developing areas, but subject to restrictive
zoning, environmentally sensitive, or
lacking road access (risks not always
evident to private lenders)
• Real directors/officers/shareholders of
the corporation are elderly, remote, or
otherwise vulnerable (fraudsters may
have knowledge of these circumstances)
• Current officers and directors were
appointed very recently (see “Date
Began” in Corporate Profile Report).
This may not be a concern by itself, but
something that is a big warning sign if
there are other red flags

• Form 1 is filed after a long period without
a change in control of the corporation –
even where real owners or their agents
regularly make corporate filings
• Corporation’s head office changed to
non-existent or problematic address
(such as a hotel – Google Street View
may assist to determine this)
• Corporate resolutions or minute book
with obvious errors or typos
• One lawyer retained to discharge an
existing mortgage or file a Change
Notice, but a different lawyer retained
for borrower in the new mortgage
transaction, or for corporation as
vendor in a sale

• Mortgage statement for discharge
purposes shows much less than
registered amount of mortgage
• Small encumbrance, such as a construction
lien, recently registered and discharged
from title (to give credibility to the
fraudster’s claim to be legitimate owner
of the corporation)
• Lender’s or borrower’s lawyer directed
to pay sale or mortgage proceeds to
parties with no apparent connection
to transaction
• Clients say that title insurance for new
mortgage is not required
• Client pushes for fast closing

TitlePLUS title insurance offers protection against fraud before and after purchasing property.
For more information on protecting clients against real estate fraud visit titleplus.ca
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Is the fraudster in your office?
Not all fraudsters are strangers. Partners, associates, law clerks, other employees or independent contractors
may turn to fraud because of financial pressures from a divorce, failed business venture or other personal crisis.

Red flags:
• Person never takes vacation or sick leave, works long hours, or refuses to delegate
• Person undergoes a sudden change in lifestyle or temperament
• Firm receives mail for corporation for which no client file is opened or billed, or minute book is kept in person’s office instead of
with corporate law clerk
• Unusual patterns such as sudden increase in payments to a person or entity, or complaints about slow payment from suppliers or
clients, or increase in written-off work in progress
• For more information see “When the unthinkable happens” at practicepro.ca/lawpromag

LAWPRO’s enhanced coverage for
counterfeit certified cheques, bank drafts
The LAWPRO policy provides some overdraft protection to lawyers in relation to their trust
accounts where liability for the overdraft results from the handling of a counterfeit certified
cheque or counterfeit bank draft. This enhanced protection is subject to several conditions
and limitations. Review the FAQs at lawpro.ca/faqs to make sure you understand this
coverage and the extra steps you must take to qualify for it.

The one proven method to prevent
counterfeit cheque or bank draft
scams is to wait an appropriate
number of days after depositing
the monies before they are drawn
from the account (LAWPRO
suggests 8 banking days).

Excess coverage
Is your real estate practice growing? That’s a good thing. But keep in mind that your risk exposure may be growing along with it.
Higher transaction volumes increase the chance of error or fraud. At the same time, growth in land values can mean that a single claim
could easily hit the limit of your professional indemnity coverage. It may be time to consider whether excess insurance is appropriate
for your practice.
Test your exposure at lawpro.ca/excess. For more information, contact us at service@lawpro.ca or 1-800-410-1013.

This information bulletin is published by LAWPRO to provide lawyers and law firm employees with an overview of some common types of fraud, and
to provide practical advice on ways to minimize their exposure to fraud-related claims. The material presented does not establish, report or create the
standard of care for lawyers. The material is not a complete analysis of the topics covered, and readers are encouraged to conduct their own appropriate
legal research. The comments in this publication are intended as a general description of the insurance and services available to qualified customers
through LAWPRO. Your policy is the contract that specifically and fully describes your coverage and nothing stated here revises or amends the policy.
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